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Executive Summary
Advisors remain concerned, not panicked
Advisors continue to express a moderate level of concern about the impact of
COVID-19 on the defined contribution industry. Just over 80% of advisors
responding said they are “slightly” to “moderately” concerned. Decreased 2020
revenue and the potential to lose prospects and new sales continue to top the
list of worries.
In addition, more advisors reported that the impact on their practice has not
been as bad as expected. In late-March, 62% of advisors said the impact was in
line with expectations or better than expected. By early-May, this percentage
increased 18 points to 80% of advisors. Most continue to report increases in
outgoing client communications and conversations with plan sponsors.
Meanwhile, the demand for participant education appears to be declining.
Thirty-five percent of advisors reported an increase in activity during May
compared to 55% in March.
Despite the decrease in their level of concern, the estimated time for things to
return to normal has increased. In March, advisors estimated it would take 6
months, on average. In the latest survey, advisor estimates increased to 8
months. In other words, advisors are now saying things will return to normal
towards the end of 2020 or early 2021 versus their original estimate of
September or October.
Video conferencing use is up
Physical distancing has posed a challenge for meeting with plan sponsors and
participants. Since March, the percentage of advisors using video conferencing
increased 16 points to 65% in May. About 40% of advisors expressed interest in
using webinars and another 50% are interested in using marketing campaigns to
reach clients, but utilization of these methods remained flat.
Changes will stick for some practices
Most advisors said this period has forced them to reconsider how they engage
with plan sponsors and participants. Nearly ¾ of advisors said some percentage
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of their clients might be willing to switch to a virtual engagement model in the
future. Many advisors also reported plan sponsors and participants have been
receptive to engaging virtually and that many of the changes made in their
practices will remain in place once the pandemic has passed.
Business development is slowing down
The second half of 2020 will see a slow down in sales activity. Nearly 75% of
advisors reported they have not started a new recordkeeper review or search
since late-February. Half of advisors reported decreases in prospecting, proposal
activity, and traditional networking. When asked the status of their pipeline,
two-thirds or more reported at least a pause across most business development
activities.
Sponsors more concerned about their business than their DC plan
30% of advisors said their clients are “extremely concerned” about the impact
the pandemic will have on their businesses and another 44% said their clients
are “moderately concerned.” Meanwhile, 80%+ of advisors reported their plan
sponsor clients are slightly to moderately concerned about the impact the
COVID-19 will have on their plan.
The percentage of advisors having conversations about plan design changes
nearly doubled from March to May. Over 50% of advisors reported discussing
loosening withdrawal policies and/or freezing/reducing plan matches until the
economy improves with their clients. Advisors also said these are the two most
common actions taken by their clients.
Recordkeepers and asset managers performing well
Advisors continue to give recordkeepers high marks for their performance
during this period. The same can be said for the support provided by asset
managers. Still, recordkeepers and asset managers are not distinguishing
themselves. Nearly 40% of advisors said no recordkeeper has provided
exceptional service. When it comes to asset managers, 35% of advisors said
none have provided exceptional service.
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Key Findings

6
76%
2/3

MARCH
Months until “Back to normal”

Slightly to Moderately concerned
about the impact of recent market
volatility on the DC industry

Impact in line with expectations
or better

8
81%
4 in 5

MAY
Months until “Back to normal”

Slightly to Moderately concerned
about the impact of recent market
volatility on the DC industry

Impact in line with expectations
or better

Some indication sales activity might slow
down

Sales activity WILL slow down – 70%+ of
advisors have not initiated a recordkeeper
search since late-February

Recordkeepers getting a B/B+

Recordkeepers and asset managers
getting a B/B+
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Impact on Advisor Practices
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Advisors continue to express a moderate level of concern about COVID-19’s impact on
the DC industry. 4 out of 5 advisors now say the impact on their practice has been in line
with expectations or better.

Level of Concern Relative to DC Industry

Impact on Practice

% of advisors

19%

% of advisors

15%

10%

20%

28%

49%

48%
60%
51%

27%
6%

5

33%

March

4%
May

Not at all concerned

Slightly concerned

Moderately concerned

Extremely concerned

8%
3%
March

19%
May

Much better than I expected

Better than I expected

About what I expected

Worse than I anticipated

Much worse than I anticipated

How would you rate your level of concern associated with the corona virus, market volatility, and it’s impact on the defined contribution industry?
Has the impact of the crisis on your practice been:
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The level of concern in specific areas have dropped slightly or remained flat. Revenue
decreases and lost sales still top the list. Layoffs and meeting payroll are not significant
concerns for most advisors.

Specific Concerns – May

Change in
Concern1

% of advisors

Revenue will decrease significantly in 2020
Lost prospects and sales
Clients will hold me accountable for
the performance of their investments

Losing clients due to bankruptcy
6%
and/or plan terminations
I will lose clients to another advisor 4%

46%

19%

3% 16%

Having to reduce staff

3% 15%

22%

Ability to generate payroll for my team

3% 13%

28%

Extremely concerned

9%

Moderately concerned

30%

2

60%
56%
67%

25%
Slightly concerned

How concerned are you about the following:
1Change in top-2 box score, Extremely Concerned and Moderately Concerned from March to May

-2
2

52%

29%

-11

30%

40%

44%

12%

Lack of resources needed to manage
clients during this period

Damage to reputation
stemming from client losses

6

39%

25%

7%

18%

46%

25%

11%

9%

50%

25%

17%

Not at all concerned

-8
-5
1
-7
-11
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Most advisors continue to experience increased levels of outgoing client communications,
in-bound calls, and providing general consultation. Demand for participant education
appears to have decreased since March.

Specific Impacts on Practice - March

Specific Impacts on Practice - May

% of advisors

Outgoing client communications

1%

Inbound client calls

3%

General client consultation

91%
86%
77%

10%
16%

Client investment reviews
Employee education interactions

63%
55%

21%

Social media posts and
communication

51%

16%

Marketing campaigns

29%

Outgoing client communications

3%

Inbound client calls

12%

73%

9%

73%

General client consultation
Client investment reviews

13%

Social media posts and
communication

11%

Employee education interactions

29%

Marketing campaigns

81%

57%
49%
35%

29%

27%

33%

Prospecting

45%

29%

Prospecting

51%

24%

Proposal activity

46%

28%

Proposal activity

50%

19%

Traditional networking activities

52%

Decreased
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% of advisors

24%

Traditional networking activities

Increased

How has market volatility impacted the frequency/volume of the following activities within your practice in the last two weeks?

59%

Decreased

18%
Increased
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Some advisors have adapted to physical distancing by implementing video conferencing.
Other methods of client engagement, such as webinars or marketing campaigns, have
not seen increased adoption despite a large percentage of advisors expressing interest.

Methods in Place for Maintaining Client Contact

Methods Considered for Maintaining Client Contact

% of advisors with capability in place

% of advisors considering capability

49%

Video
conferencing

65%

46%

Social media

38%

Video
conferencing

Social media

32%

27%
33%

42%

38%

Webinars

42%

Webinars

42%

36%

36%

Marketing
campaigns

37%
March

8

May

What new activities/processes are you considering to maintain client contact?

48%

Marketing
campaigns

52%
March

May
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Most advisors believe some portion of their plan sponsor clients will accept virtual
engagement, if it becomes a preferred advisor service model.
Virtual Engagement Acceptance
% of advisors

23%

5%

72%

Sponsors willing

9

Sponsors not willing

This will not become a preferred service model in my practice

Assuming virtual engagement (e.g., using video conferencing and webinars in lieu of in person meetings) becomes a preferred service model for your practice, what percentage of your
defined contribution plan sponsors might be willing to transition to this engagement model?
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This period has pushed advisors to evaluate their engagement models and implement
new methods to interact with clients. Most are seeing positive results and will retain
some of the changes when things return to normal.

Perception of Changes Prompted by COVID-19
% of advisors

This period has forced my practice to reconsider how we
engage with plan sponsors and participants

76%

Plan sponsors and participants have been receptive to
engaging virtually

75%

The changes made to our engagement model (e.g., using video
conferencing and webinars) will largely remain in place once
the crisis is over

My practice is having difficulty supporting plan sponsors and
participants due to constraints on meeting in person
Agree
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Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements:

Neutral

33%

15%

21%

30%

50%

35%

18%

25%

51%

The DC industry is, fundamentally, a face-to-face business and
will return to that model as soon as possible

10%

19%

57%

My practice will return to functioning as it did before February
by the end of this year

7%

18%

70%

I am able to connect and interact with more clients in more
efficient manner

4%

20%

39%

26%
Disagree
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Very few advisors reported increases in business development activities. Most have at
least paused some portion their business development and nearly 3/4 reported they
have not started a recordkeeper review or search since late February.
Initiated a Search or Review Since Late-February

Business Development Status

% of advisors

% of advisors

Prospecting for new plan
sponsor clients

31%

40%

21%

8%

72%
Initiating recordkeeper
searches and reviews

28%

Making final decisions
regarding recordkeeper
changes

26%

Starting plan
implementations

31%

The majority of activity has been halted
Maintaining business as usual
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40%

30%

36%

36%

46%

3%

2%

28%

21% 2%
Yes

Some activity has paused
Activity has increased

How would you describe the status of the following business development and recordkeeper review activities in light of the coronavirus?
Have you and your clients initiated a recordkeeper review or search since the crisis began in late-February?

No

Plan Sponsor Reaction
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According to advisors, sponsors are far more concerned with the health and stability of
their businesses than they are with the impact COVID-19 will have on their DC plan.
Sponsor Level of Concern – DC Plan

Sponsor Level of Concern – Business

% of advisors

10%

% of advisors

3%

5%
30%

24%

40%
44%
44%
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Not at all concerned

Slightly concerned

Not at all concerned

Slightly concerned

Moderately concerned

Extremely concerned

Moderately concerned

Extremely concerned

Based on your recent conversations with plan sponsors, how concerned are they about the impact the crisis will have on their plan?
Based on your recent conversations with plan sponsors, how concerned are they about the impact the crisis will have on their business?
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The percentage of advisors discussing altering matches and and/or making it easier for
participants to withdraw money has nearly doubled since March.
Actions Being Considered by Plan Sponsors
% of advisors discussing with plan sponsor clients

53%

Freezing or reducing plan match until economy improves

28%
50%

Loosening restrictions on loans and withdrawals for participants

25%
43%
46%

Increasing education meetings for participants
33%
35%

Conducting a plan review

31%

Adding financial wellness tools and education

26%
27%

Making it easier for participants to reduce contribution rate
Altering plan fund lineup

19%
17%
4%
10%

Conducting a recordkeeper finals presentation via video conference
Suspending auto enrollment
Halting a recordkeeper switch
Switching plan recordkeeper
Not considering changes at this time
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Which of the following actions are your plan sponsor clients considering in light of the current turmoil?

9%
8%
8%
10%
6%
5%
11%
13%

May

March
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Just under half of advisors have a client who has loosened restrictions on withdrawals.
1/3 have at least one client who has altered their plan’s match.
Actions Implemented by Plan Sponsors

% of advisors with plan sponsor clients who implemented change
Loosening restrictions on loans and withdrawals for participants

46%

Freezing or reducing plan match until economy improves

36%

Increasing education meetings for participants

28%

Conducting a plan review

26%

Making it easier for participants to reduce contribution rate

26%

Altering plan fund lineup

20%

Adding financial wellness tools and education

17%

Switching plan recordkeeper
Suspending auto enrollment

10%

Halting a recordkeeper switch

10%

Conducting a finals presentation with a recordkeeper via video
conference
Have not implemented any plan changes to date
15

14%

7%
17%

Since late-February, which of the following actions have your plan sponsor clients implemented or are in the process of implementing?

Recordkeeper & Asset Manager Performance
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Recordkeepers continue to provide solid support to advisors. Top-2 box ratings in
responsiveness to plan sponsors increased 13 points since March, while there was a
slight decline in the resolution of open questions.

Recordkeeper Support Ratings

Top-2 Box
Change

% of advisors

Responsiveness to plan sponsors
Responsiveness to you, the
advisor
Resolution of open
questions/issues
Educating you and your clients
about the CARES Act
Proactive communication
Effectiveness of market volatility
communications
Speed of implement CARES Act
provisions

64%

11%

47%

15%

48%

13%

34%
33%

8%

51%

33%

10%

45%

42%

Very good

Fair

How would you rate DC recordkeepers on the following types of support they are providing?

Needs improvement

21%

2%

13

24%

1%

-4
-7

30%

57%

13%

Excellent
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62%

15%

4%
6%

-1

8%

-3

3%
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Asset managers performed comparably to recordkeepers. Collectively, they are
providing a solid level of support to advisors.
Asset Manager Support Ratings
% of advisors

Responsiveness to you, the advisor

18%

Proactive communication

17%

Resolution of open questions/issues
Effectiveness of market volatility
communications
Access to portfolio manager
perspectives
Educating you and your clients about
the CARES Act

19%

57%

10%

25%

62%

19%

27%

50%

10%

57%

13%
Excellent

18

59%

44%
Very good

How would you rate DC asset managers on the following types of support they are providing?

Fair

29%

25%

39%
Needs improvement

4%
1%
1%
2%
8%
4%

Methodology and Respondent Profile
Tenure (Average 17 years)

Methodology
We conducted an online survey of 105 financial advisors
who are currently advising defined contribution plans.
The survey was fielded May 7, 2020 through May 15,
2020.

22%

15%

Channel
RIA

32%

IBD / FP Company

26%

Wirehouse

Less than 10
years

10 to
<15 years

36%

27%

15 to
<20 years

20 years or more

Total 401(k) AUM
Average $120 million, Median $63 million

15%

38%
Insurance

10%

Regional BD

10%

Bank

26%
14%

5%
6%

Specialty Retirement BD
TPA/Fee-based
Benefits Consultant
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4%

2%
1%

$1 to
< $5M

12%

$5M to
< $25M

$25M to $100M to $250M to $500M or
< $100M < $250M < $500M
more

About NMG Consulting
NMG Consulting is a global consulting firm specializing in wealth management, investments, and
insurance. We have over 20+ years of experience conducting research with advisors, plan sponsors,
participants, and retail investors.

Industry segments we specialize in
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Institutional
Retail
ETFs, ESG, and other products

CONSULTING

Strategy through to implementation

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Retirement plans
Platforms
Advice providers

INSIGHTS

Deep market knowledge and thought
leadership

PROTECTION

DATA ANALYTICS

Insurance
Reinsurance
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Services we provide

Unique perspectives through analysis
and visualisation

For more information, contact Chris Bailey
Chris.Bailey@nmg-group.com

Intellectual Property Rights & Confidentiality
All rights, including intellectual property rights, in the material and information contained in this report are owned by NMG. Any use of content herein, including its
reproduction, publishing, upload, distribution, and transmission, without the express prior written permission of NMG, is strictly prohibited.
No Advice
The information herein is intended for general informational purposes only and cannot be regarded as advice. The information is supplied on the condition that the
recipient will make its own determination regarding its suitability for purpose prior to use or in connection with the making of any decision, and any use of same shall be
upon its own risk.
Disclaimer
Although NMG tries to ensure that all information provided herein is correct at the time of inclusion, NMG makes no representations or warranties as to the quality,
fitness for purpose, accuracy, or sufficiency thereof. The completeness, adequacy, and/or accuracy of the information contained therein, including any liability for any
errors or omissions or delays in updating or conveying this information are expressly disclaimed. NMG, along with its directors, employees, associates, affiliates, or other
representatives, shall not be liable for damages or injury arising out of or in connection with the use of the information contained herein including, without limitation, to
any compensatory, direct, indirect or consequential damages, loss of data, income or profit, loss of or damage to property under any contract, negligence, strict liability or
other theory arising out of or relating in any way to the information provided.
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